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The Popular Range
The Populars are available in four models. The shed range is designed either as an
apex or a pent model, which make ideal basic storage buildings.
The Popular Apex is available in the 5 most popular sizes 6’ x 4’ (1.82m x 1.22m),
7’ x 5’ (2.13m x 1.52m), 8’ x 6’ (2.43m x 1.82m), 10’ x 6’ (3.04m x 1.82m) & 10’ x
8’ (3.04m x 2.43m). A right hand hinged, 2’6” (762mm) door with key lock is
standard. Windows feature down one side.

1: The Popular Apex
The Popular Pent model features the same 5 basic sizes with a range of door
positions. Customers may choose door position B or D as part of the standard price
or may wish to choose A, C or E at a small additional charge. (see diagrams page 7)
The Popular Hobby has 2 windows on the apex front along with the 2‘ 6”
(762mm) door. Two further windows are either side. This creates an attractive
storage building without losing any of the practicalities. Sizes include 7’ x 5’ (2.13m
x 1.52m), 8’ x 6’ (2.43m x 1.82m) and 8’ x 8’ (2.43m x 2.43m).
The Popular Cabin is a good compromise between a storage building and
summerhouse. An all round garden building for an excellent price. It features
winged sides with a 2’6” door and two windows. Sizes include 7’ x 5’ (2.13m x
1.52m), 8’ x 6’ (2.43m x 1.82m) and 8’ x 8’ (2.43m x 2.43m).
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2: The Popular Pent

Picture 1: 8’ x 6’ (2.43m x 1.82m) Popular apex A/E
Picture 2: 8’ x 6’ (2.43m x 1.82m) Popular Pent door position B
Picture 3: 8’ x 6’ (2.43m x 1.82m) Popular Pent door position A with optional
opening window
Picture 4: 8’ x 6’ (2.43m x 1.82m) Popular Hobby
Picture 5: 8’ x 6’ (2.43m x 1.82m) Popular Cabin

4: The Popular Hobby

“

“

3: The Popular Pent

An all round garden building
for an excellent price

5: The Popular Cabin
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1: The Supreme Apex

The Supreme Range
The Supreme Apex is by far the best selling building of the
range boasting a 3’ (914mm) door where possible (5’
(1.52m) gable and above) with door handle. The range has
thicker framing than the popular range and is higher at the
eaves. There is extra framing and diagonal supports to give
increased stability.
This redwood tongue and groove building is ideal for any
storage purpose and is available in all sizes including to
customers own non-standard sizes. All the optional extras
are available for the supreme range so that the building
may be truly customised to the customer’s ideal
requirement.

2: The Supreme Apex
3

Picture 1: Standard 8’ x 6’ (2.43m x 1.82m) Supreme Apex
Picture 2: 10’ x 8’ (3.04m x 2.43m) Supreme Apex with
optional tiled roof, lining & heavy-duty shelving
Picture 3: back gable from inside

Differences between populars and supremes:
Better quality timber
3’ door where possible
Higher eaves
Thicker framing
Fully framed door
Extra framing

Fluted fascias
Door head drip
Door handle
May be customised to
own requirement

1: The Supreme Pent

3: The Supreme Pent

The Supreme Pent
The Supreme Pent is 1 board higher (approx. 41/2“(190mm) than The Popular
Pent and features 10 door positions and 12 standard sizes. Other sizes are also
available to truly offer the versatility the customer may require.
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Picture 1: 8’ x 6’ (2.43m x 1.82m) Supreme Pent door position D
Picture 2: 8’ x 6’ (2.43m x 1.82m) door position E showing diagonal supports and
fully framed door
Picture 3: 8’ x 6’ (2.43m x 1.82m) door position I

2: The Supreme Pent

The Extra High
Supreme Apex
The Extra High Supreme Apex
An apex building, which is higher than The Supreme Apex
to allow room for a full height door along the side. This has
the benefits of allowing all the same door positions as a
pent building but for those who prefer an apex roof.
See below for door positions
Picture 1: 10’ x 8’ (3.04m x 2.43m) ex high B, picured with
optional extras: 4’ (1.22m) doors and leaded
glass

1: The Extra High Supreme Apex

Picture 2: 7’ x 5’ (2.13m x 1.52m) ex high C
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2: The Extra High Supreme Apex

Door Positions

The Supreme Workshop
The Supreme Workshop has extra height at the eaves
and 4’ (1.22m) double doors as standard to make the
possible uses endless. Storage of bikes, garden furniture,
lawnmowers as well as an ideal ‘home’ for

the diy

enthusiast.
See page 7 for door positions
Picture 1: standard 10’ x 8’ (3.04m x 2.43m) Workshop
with 2’6”(762mm) & 1’6” doors (457mm)
showing truss
Picture 2: 14’ x 8’ (4.26m x 2.43m) Workshop
customised with several optional extras
including log lap cladding, cedar roof and
partition with extra door (varnished by
customer)

A
8

Optional Partition

C

E

1: The Supreme Workshop

A full height partition to divide the
storage shed is available. Price includes
1 shed door.
Please state door position i.e. A, C or E.

FRONT

2: The Supreme Workshop

The Security Range

1: The Security Apex

The security buildings include both Apex and Pent models.
The Security Apex is perfect for the storage of valuable
equipment. The standard features of additional framing (50%
more), a heavy duty, fully framed door, security windows, pad bolt
protector and internally bolted hinges combine to make this ideal
in the crime prevention battle. As the eaves height is increased, the
doors may be in the gable end or in the long side to give more
choice.
The Security Pent has all the benefits & features of the security
apex but the choice of a pent roof
Picture 1: 8’ x 6’ (2.43m x 1.82m) standard Security Apex showing
padbolt protector
Picture 2: 8’ x 6’ (2.43m x 1.82m) Security Pent door position B
showing security windows
Picture 3: 10’ x 6’ (3.04m x 1.82m) Security Apex with optional
double doors (door position C) showing extra framing

See page 7 for diagrams of
door positions for Security
Range & Workshops
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2: The Security Pent
3: The Security Apex

The Aviary Model
Introduced by popular demand, this model is perfect for
the bird lover with an internal porch, nesting house and a
6’ (1.82m) outside aviary. Total size 12’ x 4’ (3.65m x
1.22m).

The Kennel & Run
A 4’ x 4’ (1.22m x 1.22m) kennel with a 6’ (1.82m) or 8’
(2.43m) run makes this ideal to keep pets safe and sound.
The kennel is separated from the run by a partition with
access for the pet to move from/return to the sleeping
area. Both the sleeping quarters and the run have an
access door for tending/cleaning purposes.

The Deluxe Kennel & Run
The Deluxe Kennel & Run is an Apex building featuring
a substantial kennel and run for the larger pet in 2“ x 2“
(50mm x 50mm) framing throughout. It features a full
height door with lockable side access for the pet.

The Yard Kennel

1: The Aviary Model
2: The Kennel & Run

A traditional kennel in two sizes which forms ideal shelter
for outside.
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The 4’ x 3’ (1.22m x 910mm) is for smaller pets or a 5’ x
4’ (1.52m x 1.22m) which has extra room for larger dogs
such as Labradors, Alsatians.

The Pent Kennel
A 5’ x 4’ (1.52m x 1.22m) kennel to keep the pet safe, dry
and warm while outdoors.

The Tool Tidy
The Tool Tidy is a 6’ x 2’6” (1.82m x 762mm) store with
double doors to give more versatility to allow larger items
to be stored.

The Tool Store
The Tool Store is a 5’ x 3’ (1.52m x 910mm) storage unit
with a single door. Ideal for garden tools and smaller
items. Less obtrusive than a traditional shed, it can be
placed against walls or buildings to maximise space in
the garden.
Picture shows:
1: 4’ x 12’ (1.82m x 3.65m) Aviary Model showing
internal features
2: 10’ x 4’ (3.04m x 1.22m) Kennel and Run
3: 10’ x 6’ (3.04m x 1.82m) Deluxe Kennel and Run
4: Yard Kennels 4’ x 3’ (1.2m x 910mm) & 5’ x 4’
(1.52m x 1.22m)
5: 5’ x 4’ (1.52m x 1.22m) Pent Kennel
6: 6’ x 2’6” (1.82m x 762mm) Tool Tidy
7: 5’ x 3’ (1.52m x 910mm) Tool Store

3: The Deluxe Kennel & Run

4: The Yard Kennels

5: The Pent Kennel
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6: The Tool Tidy

7: The Tool Store

1: The Supreme Potting Shed
The Supreme Potting Shed
The Potting Shed is designed with the gardening enthusiast in
mind. The building offers perfect growing conditions for seeds and
cuttings. Stable door, full-length staging and joinery opening side
window are standard features. The door may be on the right or left
(A or E) as per diagram below. Optional extras include toughened
glass.

The Suntrap
The Suntrap was introduced by popular demand to feature as
much light as possible but with more stability than a traditional
green house. The stable door, staging both sides and an opening
window at the rear are included. Available in a range of sizes.

The Combination Suntrap/Storage Building
A 4‘ (1.22m) storage building is easily added to the suntrap to give
the ideal gardeners’ building with one area for discreet storage
and one for seedlings, cuttings and plants.
Picture 1: 8’ x 6’ (2.43m x 1.82m) Potting Shed A
Picture 2: 12’ x 7’ (3.65m x 2.13m) Combination Building
Picture 3: 8’ x 7’ (2.43m x 2.13m) Suntrap
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Door Positions

2: The Combination Suntrap/Storage Building

3: The Sun Trap

4: The Cabin

“

“

1: The Supreme Hobby

...attractive, multi-functional
garden building

The Supreme Hobby
The Supreme Hobby is an attractive, multi-functional
garden building with scalloped fascias, antique style hinges
and door pull with diamond leaded windows as standard.
There is a 1’ overhang on the building but the addition of an
optional 2’6” or 4’ verandah is extremely popular.

The Hopton

2: The Supreme Hobby

Double doors and 2 opening windows feature on this
practical but attractive, problem solving corner building.
Available 6’ x 6’ (1.82m x 1.82m), 7’ x 7’ (2.13m x 2.13m)
and 8’ x 8’ (2.43m x 2.43m).

The Cabin
The uses for The Cabin are many & varied, possibly a
garden office or just a substantial storage building. The
door is offset (position B or D) and there are 2 sets of two
joinery made windows (one of which is opening).
Picture 1: 8’ x 6’ (2.43m x 1.82m) Supreme Hobby with
optional 4’ (1.22m) Return Verandah
Picture 2: 8’ x 6’ (2.43m x 1.82m) Supreme Hobby
Picture 3: 7’ x 7’ (2.13m x 2.13m) Hopton
Picture 4: 8’ x 6’ (2.43m x 1.82m) Cabin

3: The Hopton
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1

The Heavy Duty Range
The Heavy-Duty buildings are an excellent range of substantial
buildings with thicker,

2” x 2” (50mm x 50mm) framing

throughout. All windows are joinery made and include opening
windows as standard. The buildings are available as apex, pent or
garage models.
The Apex and The Pent models feature a heavy duty, fully
framed 3’ (910mm) door which has 3” x 2” (75mm x 50mm)
framing and a 3-lever lock with handle. Double doors are optional
for these.
Picture 1: 8’ x 6’ (2.43m x 1.82m) Heavy-Duty Apex showing roof
truss and framed door.
Picture 2: 12’ x 8’ (3.65m x 2.43m) Heavy-Duty Pent, door
position D
Picture 3: 16’ x 8’ (4.87m x 2.43m) Heavy-Duty Apex with
optional double doors (position D), optional top
opening windows and additional gable end top
opening window.
Picture 4: 16’ x 8’ (4.87m x 2.43m) Standard Heavy-Duty Apex
showing handle and 3-lever lock

1: The Heavy Duty Apex

“

“
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...an excellent range
of substantial buildings

2: The Heavy Duty Pent

3: The Heavy Duty Apex

4: The Heavy Duty Apex

1: The Heavy Duty Garage Model
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The Heavy Duty Garage
The Heavy-Duty Garage Model has double 7’ (2.13m) heavyduty doors but no floor as standard. A personal heavy-duty access
door is available as an optional extra. A wider door is available for
10’ (3.04m) and 12’ (3.65m) gables (see price list).
A partition is available as an optional extra to make even better
use of the space (see page16 for diagram of options).

The Ryton
Even sturdier than the impressive heavy-duty building is
The Ryton, either Apex or Pent.
Featuring 3” x 2” (75mm x 50mm) framing throughout with 3/4”
(22mm) floor and cladding, heavy-duty felt and substantial crank
hinges. Joinery made windows complete this superb building. 3’
(910mm) door as standard with the option of double doors or
converting to garage model.
Picture 1: 16’ x 8’ (4.87m x 2.43m) Heavy Duty Garage Model incl.
7’ (2.13m) double doors pictured on optional tanalised
frame. Also showing trusses.
Picture 2: 12’ x 10’ (3.65m x 3.04m) Ryton with optional double
doors showing truss and back gable

2: The Ryton
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1: The Regent
The Regent
The Regent is possibly the best value summerhouse on the
market. The buildings are simple yet stylish and add a
certain something to even the most basic garden. Comes
with two joinery made, arch top, front fixed windows with
the possibility of adding further fixed side windows for a
small charge. The option of leading is extremely popular.
The Regent is supplied in one size but has the option of a
2’ verandah

The Elmhurst
Create a contemporary feel to your garden with The
Elmhurst. Fixed joinery made arch-top front windows with

2: The Regent

double arch top doors. Further fixed side windows or
leading are popular optional extras.
Picture 1: 7’ x 7’ (2.13m x 2.13m) Regent including
verandah
Picture 2: 7’ x 5’ (2.13m x 1.52m) Regent
Picture 3: 10’ x 6’ (3.04m x 1.82m) Elmhurst showing
optional leaded windows

3: The Elmhurst
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1: The Burnthill
The Burnthill
For

maximum

light

and

stylishness, The Burnthill has
full-length Georgian windows and
5’ (1.52m) double Georgian doors
on the front. 12 pane opening
Georgian windows on either side
complete the look.

The Marchington
A superb, light, airy building with
leaded

virtually

full-length

windows on the front to match
the leaded double doors. Ideal for

2: The Marchington

entertaining or simply relaxing.
Optional 2’6” (762mm) or 4’
(1.22mm) front return verandah.
Picture 1: 10’ x 6’ (3.04m x
2.43m) Burnthill with
optional 2’6” (762mm)
verandah
Picture 2: 8’ x 6’ (2.43m x 1.82m)
Marchington with
optional 4’ (1.22m)
front return verandah
Picture 3: 14’ x 10’ (4.26m x
3.04m) Marchington

3: The Marchington

2: The Kingstone

The Doveridge
The Doveridge has 2 leaded top
opening windows on the front
with full-length leaded double
doors and matching side windows.
A 2’6” (762mm) or 4’ (1.2m)
return verandah may be added.

The Kingstone
The Kingstone has 2 leaded,
joinery made arch-top windows
and a full door on the front, with
matching side windows. The
optional addition of a 2’6”
(762mm) verandah or 4’ (1,22m)
return verandah further enhances
its appeal.

The Lawnhouse
The Lawnhouse is a chic, modish
design with double doors and two
fixed windows on the front. The
optional extras include a 2’6”
(762mm) or 4’ (1.22m) verandah.
Picture 1: The Doveridge with
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optional 4’ (1.22m)

“

“

1: The Doveridge

A superb, light, airy building with leaded
virtually full-length windows...

return verandah
Picture 2: Kingstone 8’ x 6’
(2.43m x 2.43m) with
optional 2’6” (762mm)
verandah
Picture 3: Lawnhouse 8’ x 6’
(2.43m x 1.82m)

3: The Lawnhouse
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1: The Colwich
The Colwich
Enhance the look of the garden with the pent style
Colwich summerhouse.
The 8’ (2.43m) or 10’ (3.04m) front features 4’ double
doors and 2 arch top windows. The optional leading to the
windows is extremely popular.

The Hamstell
A beautiful feature for stylish gardens. Georgian windows
and double Georgian doors are the main features on this
superb pent style summerhouse. Windows are 6 pane for
the 8’ wide building and 9 pane for 10’ or wider as
standard on the front with 9 pane opening windows on the
sides. An option is to add 12 pane opening windows
instead of the 9 pane or top opening windows.
The distinctive canopy features green felt tiles while the
rest is traditional roof felt.
Picture 1: 8’ x 5’ (2.43m x 1.22m) Colwich
Picture 2: The Hamstell 8’ x 6’ (2.43m x 1.82m)
Picture 3: The Hamstell 10’ x 6’ (3.04m x 1.82m) with
optional 12 pane openers. Also showing 12
pane top openers

2: The Hamstell
3: The Hamstell

The Coniston
The perfect shape to make the best use of space in an
awkward corner. Georgian fully glazed doors with Georgian
windows. Available in 6’ x 6’ (1.82m x 1.82m), 7’ x 7’
(2.13m x 2.13m) and 8’ x 8’ (2.43m x 2.43m) as standard.

The Colton
Designed for the corner position, The Colton is perfect for
any garden with full length fully glazed leaded doors and 2
leaded top opening windows. Available 6’ x 6’ (1.82m x
1.82m), 7’ x 7’ (2.13m x 2.13m), and 8’ x 8’ (2.43m x
2.43m).
Picture 1: 7’ x 7’ (2.13m x 2.13m) Coniston
Picture 2: 7’ x 7’ (2.13m x 2.13m) Colton

1: The Coniston
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2: The Colton
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1: The Chartley
The Chartley

The Summerhouse

The Swiss-inspired, Chartley has 5’ (1.52m) double Georgian doors with 4, 9

The Summerhouse makes the perfect focus for any garden, featuring

pane opening Georgian windows. The building has a 4’ (1.22m) verandah as

Georgian windows and double Georgian doors on the front. 6 pane windows

standard with plant box holders.

for the 8’ (2.43m) front and 9 pane for the 10’ (3.94m) or 12’ (3.65m) 12 pane
windows may be substituted for the 9 at a small additional charge.

Picture 1: 10’ x 12’ (3.04m x 3.65m) Chartley
Picture 2: 8’ x 6’ (2.43m x 1.82m) Summerhouse
Picture 2: 10’ x 6’ (3.04m x 1.82m) Summerhouse with 2’6” (762mm) verandah

2: The Summerhouse

3: The Summerhouse

The Haywood
This superb winged building is one of the most attractive on the
market with a bay window on the front and opening Georgian
9 pane windows on each side. The 8’ (2.43m) model has a single
door while the 10’ (3.04m) has double Georgian doors.

The Hanbury
With leaded windows, The Hanbury is a striking summerhouse
with winged sides. The 4 top opening windows and 4’ (1.22m)
double doors are standard.
Picture 1: 8’ x 6’ (2.43m x 1.82m) Haywood showing bay
window detail
Picture 2: 10’ x 6’ (3.04m x 1.82m) Haywood with optional
tiled roof showing tiled roof detail

1: The Haywood

Picture 3: 8’ x 6’ (2.43m x 1.82m) Hanbury
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4

2: The Haywood

3: The Hanbury
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The Longdon
Designed especially for a special place in the garden, this
beautiful garden building has 12 pane Georgian opening
windows & 4’ (1.22m) Georgian doors. The roof comes as
standard with felt tiles or cedar cladding.

The Lichfield
The Lichfield is a delightful octagonal building with 4 Georgian
windows and double Georgian doors. A felt roof is standard with
timber struts and a finial to complete the designer look.
Available in 8’ x 6’ (2.43m x 1.82m) or 8’ x 8’ (2.43m x 2.43m).

2: The Lichfield

The Bromley
The truly elegant Bromley is available in 6’ x 6’ (1.82m x 1.82m) with 4 fixed
windows and a single fully glazed door. The building comes as standard with a felt
roof and leaded windows to compliment the style and shape superbly.
Picture 1: 10’ x 8’ (3.04m x 2.43m) Longdon with cedar slatted roof
Picture 2: 8’ x 6’ (2.43m x 1.82m) Lichfield with optional cedar slatted roof
Picture 3: 6’ x 6’ (1.82m x 1.82m) Bromley
Picture 4: 8’ x 8’ (2.43m x 2.43m) Lichfield with optional felt tiled roof

4: The Lichfield
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1: The Longdon
3: The Bromley

1: The Milford
26

The Milford
Create a summer feel even on the dullest days with this perfect,
pavilion style apex summerhouse. Heavy duty 2” x 2” (50mm x

2: The Mayfield

50mm) framing with double Georgian doors and 4 opening
Georgian windows. The 3’ (910mm) porch overhang with a return
front verandah complete this individual look.

The Mayfield
Styled around a Swiss chalet theme, The Mayfield is perfect for
any and every garden. With side wings, the double Georgian
doors are central to the front with 2 Georgian windows (6 pane
on the 8’ front, 9 pane on the 10’ and 12 ‘ front). There are 2
further 9 pane opening Georgian windows on each side of the
building. Optional extras include converting the 9 pane windows
to 12 pane.
Picture 1: 12’ x 8’ (3.65m x 2.43m) Milford + 3’ (910mm) porch
inc. optional cedar slatted roof
Picture 2: 10’ x 8’ (3.04m x 1.82m) Mayfield pictured with
optional cedar slatted roof.
No longer available with front opening windows.
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1: The Croft

2: The Bluebell Cabin
3: The Den

The Croft
One of the most attractive single
storey playhouses on the market,
The Croft comes as standard with
a stable door, window boxes and
shutters. A single front window
and a window on one side add
light and possible vantage to the
watching parent. The 2’ (600mm)
verandah is an optional extra.

The Bluebell Cabin
Endless games are possible with
The Bluebell Cabin, which is
possibly the most popular of our 2
storey play buildings.
A stable door, window boxes and
window shutters make it a very
attractive building which is further
complimented by the optional
tiled roof pictured. Choose from a
choice of 4 colours. Double joinery
made side windows come as a
standard feature.
The Bluebell Cabin is 8’ (2.43m)
wide with the option of a 2’
(600mm) verandah.

The Den
A delightful addition to the garden

4: The Cottage

and to the child’s imaginative play.
A full door and single window
feature on the front with a single
side window with window boxes
and shutters. An optional 2’
(600mm) verandah is available.

The Cottage
Sure to be the envy of his or her
friends, this deluxe, single storey
house has all the attractive
features possible including joinery
made windows including one in
the door to add extra light,
antique style hinges & door pull.
Window boxes are standard.
Picture 1: The Croft 6’ x 6’
(1.82m x 1.82m) inc
verandah
Picture 2: The Bluebell Cabin 8’ x
8’ (2.43m x 2.43m)
including verandah
pictured with optional
tiled roof
Picture 3: The Den 6’ x 6’ (1.82m
x 1.82m) including
verandah
Picture 4: The Cottage 7’ x 7’
(2.13m x 2.13m)
including verandah
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1: The Swiss Cottage
3: The Pine Lodge

The Swiss Cottage
A ‘pretty as a picture’ addition to
the range with a bunk over the top
window. An 8 ‘(2.43m) front with
3’ (910mm) verandah. Window
boxes, shutters and a double side
window with accessories are
standard. The optional tiled roof
completes the look.

The Jailhouse
Loved by cowboys and girls alike,
this great house has an internal
jail as well as the usual features of
the 2 storey playhouses namely
ladder, safety rail and top bunk.
The roof overhang has a choice of
4 coloured tiles. 8’ wide (2.43m).

The Pine Lodge
Limited only by the child’s
imagination, this 2-storey building
will delight any child. The 7’
(2.13m) wide front will fit into
even the smallest of gardens. A 2’
(600mm) verandah is available
and a choice of colours for the
optional tiled roof.

2: The Jailhouse

The Toybox Palace
Definitely one of the most superb

4: The Toybox Palace

buildings on the market, the 2
storey, The Toybox Palace will
give hours and hours of fun and
entertainment to youngsters. The
10’ (3.04m) front and joinery
made windows on the front and
side give plenty of light. The
Garage doors lead to a separate
section to park toy vehicles and a
staircase leads to the top bunk. An
optional tiled roof completes the
building. A

2’

verandah

is

available.
Picture 1: The Swiss Cottage
8’ x 8’ (2.43m x 2.43m)
including verandah and
pictured with optional
tiled roof
Picture 2: The Jailhouse 8’ x 8’
(2.43m x 2.43m)
including verandah
Picture 3: The Pine Lodge 7’ x 7’
(2.13m x 2.13m) inc
verandah
Picture 4: The Toybox Palace 10’ x
5’ (3.04m x 1.52m)
pictured with optional
tiled roof
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